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Field Notes from John DeWald, Serosun Farms
Winter always seems to be a peaceful time at the farm. I always enjoy walking through the
woods after a fresh snowfall, and looking at the dark outlines of the bur oaks against the bright
snow. This year has been a little different. We haven’t gotten a lot of the snow and cold that
we usually do, and we’ve been busy. We are getting ready to move dirt, and Jane was off to
Europe for a horse-buying trip with her partners as they began ramping up the equestrian operations..
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We are breaking ground! We are excited and busy as we are preparing for a big Spring. We
are getting close to breaking ground on our first model home, and are working on plans to start
the first of the roads later this Spring. It is a complicated process getting the final plat recorded
and the plans in place to start, so we haven’t set dates for groundbreaking yet, but will let you
know as soon as we do.
Although it’s an exciting time, it has also been a little melancholy for our family as we remember our dad, John M. DeWald Jr., who passed away Thanksgiving 2010. He lived on the farm for
several years, and watched our vision unfold. He was excited to see the first dirt move, and had
hoped to see that before he passed on. Dad and his father were both consummate naturalists
and bird watchers, and instilled in me a great love for nature and natural history. He was always
reporting on the natural goings- on at the farm, and was always the cheery voice announcing
that the wood ducks at Allen’s Pond had returned again to the nest in his yard. We miss him very
much. Our Habitat Management Plan and Nature Center will be dedicated to his memory.
This is the second edition of our new newsletter format. Let us know how we are doing and
what you want to hear more about. Along with the update to our newsletter we are going to
be adding new features and more information and resources to our web site. Watch for these
changes as we move into the Spring.

On the Market by Robert Roper
Busy Right Out of the Gate for 2012
The 2012 Chicagoland real estate market has been busy right out of the gate. Typically,
Thanksgiving winds down the Fall real estate market, and we don’t see things picking back up
until the Spring market in March. In recent years, we have seen activity starting as early as February. While we had an overall bleak 2011, we did see a modest increase in the Fall, and things
staying busy through the holidays and the end of the year.
This activity has remained constant into January – Perhaps because of the unusually warm
weather, or maybe the fact that interest rates are well below 4% coupled with bottoming out.
Buyer confidence is finally up, or they are just tired of hearing the gloom and doom speculation
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and are moving forward. Or they are just lagging the investors and cash buyers who are commanding our market. That should be enough to tell us that it is a great time to buy, to lock
into a great interest rate, or make a cash investment.
Things are no different at Serosun Farms – although we were scratching our heads a bit with
a surge of interest through the month of December. It may have been the fact that we were
featured in a national builder magazine that month, that we have recorded our plat, are moving forward with building our model home and putting in our roads to enable buyers to build
their homes; or some of the same reasons the market overall is off to a good start this year.
Whatever the reason, the commitment is moving forward at Serosun Farms. We are very
excited about our model home and we are learning, just as our buyers, that it’s also a great
time to be building as well: competitive labor, material prices down, and favorable terms for
building. To learn more about the building process and opportunities here at Serosun, to set
up an appointment to visit the estate, contact Robert Roper, rob@serosunfarms.com.

Equestrian Update by Jane Stickland
Mariano Bedoya Guido Trains
at Serosun Farms
Mariano Bedoya Guido is now training horses and riders at Serosun Farms Equestrian Center. Mariano is from
Argentina and has an extensive resume as a rider and
trainer at the international level. He has competed numerous times as a member of the Argentine Equestrain
Team for show jumping. Competitions include 17 Nations
Cup in South America and Europe, Pan American Games
as well as many International Grand Prix competitions in
the U.S., Canada, South America and Europe. From 1997-1999 Mariano was also a member of
the Argentina Eventing Team.
Mariano has many accolades training International teams and riders as well. We are very
fortunate to have the opportunity to work with such a talented and experienced horseman
who is bringing world class quality to the training programs at Serosun Farms. His wife, Luciana Solari is also a very talented equestrian who trains in this area as well. Luciana specializes
in working with young jumper prospects and competes in the adult amateur division with her
horse Cognac. She is a very efficient manager of all of the clients and horses at the shows. All
are welcome to come out and meet Mariano and view the great jumping lessons and riding
going on at the farm! Call the office and get the schedule for activities at 847-683-4796.

Farm & Garden
Preparing for Next Year
Winter is a time for planning out the year, as well as getting an early start on seedlings. We
are busy going through seed catalogues and other materials for this year’s garden activities.
We will be trying new varieties, as well as trying out a number of farming techniques, including specialty mulches, row covers, cover crops, and more. We have already started some seeds
inside in the plant propagation area, and are getting ready for more in March and April.

Chickens
at Serosun!
Yes, chickens are coming to Serosun. We will
be starting a few, small
flocks of chickens and
other poultry this year
as another test, and to
have a little fun. While
these flocks aren’t intended for commercial
production, we will be
putting them to work
to provide eggs for the
people on the farm
and to help us in the
garden. There is actually a lot of work that
we can get chickens,
ducks, and geese to do
for us such as, weeding, pest control, mixing compost and preparing beds, as well as
providing us with fertilizer for the gardens.
Some people have tiller-chickens and have
actually given up their
rototillers in favor
of having the chickens till their gardens.
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Scorzonera. This toolittle-known root is
truly one of the “great”
vegetables. Its flavor is
unique, at least in the
vegetable world. Scorzonera is sometimes
called “black salsify.”

Celeriac is cultivated
for its roots and shoots.
It tastes similar to
the stalks of common
celery. Celeriac may
be roasted, stewed,
blanched, or mashed
and is an ingredient in
soups, casseroles, and
other savory dishes.

Getting an early start in
the garden by planting
seeds in our seed propagation area.

A sparrow looking for
seeds

A chickadee puffing up
in the cold.

Root Crops
One of the areas that we are experimenting with is root crops.
You may think of this as just potatoes and carrots, but there are
a lot more that have been used over the ages. They are often
great cold weather crops and storage crops for the Winter, and
are included in a lot of Fall and Winter savory recipes. Some
are coming back into popularity, such as parsnips (we have seen
parsnip fries at a restaurant) and many more are out there to be
rediscovered. Here are some of the ones that we are looking at:
Potatoes, Carrots (did you know that carrots weren’t traditionally orange?), Radishes (there are a lot more types of radishes that
you might think, some weighing 10-20 lbs), Parsnips, Rutabagas,
Turnips, Celeriac (Celery Root), Salsify, Scorzonera, and Burdock.
These varieties come from all around the world, including Italy,
Asia and Eastern Europe. We’ll be including these in some of
our recipes on the web. Look for them there. We’ll keep you
updated as we explore the world of root crops.

Habitat & Wildlife
Shelter Homes for Winter Birds
One of the elements in our habitat and biodiversity plan is
finding ways to sustain and increase our population of birds on
the farm. While adding nest boxes is a help to cavity-nesting
birds by allowing more of them be successful at nesting each
year, another strategy is helping the birds that spend the whole
year here to have a better survival rate over Winter. Ways to do
this include, ensuring that there is adequate food for the flock,
shelter from predators, and shelter from the storms and bad
weather typical of our Chicago winters.
Shelter boxes are a way to help many of the smaller birds that
inhabit our area during Winter. A simple source of shelter boxes
are “winterized” nesting boxes. Just by blocking the ventilation holes to reduce the heat loss can help winterize a nest box.
There are also designs for true shelter boxes that provide Winter
shelter to multiple birds during inclement weather. Birds will often shelter together to share body heat in attempts to maximize
survival during tough Winter stretches. People have reported
10-15 birds packed shoulder-to-shoulder, sharing a shelter site.
As part of our habitat and biodiversity program, we are building and deploying shelter boxes as well looking at ways to winterize our nest boxes. We have found a number of good designs
and will be building our new shelter boxes this Spring. Come by
during one of our work sessions to learn more.
By the way, we will be posting our nest box and shelter box
designs and instructions on our website, as well as creating a
section that provides updates as we monitor our nest box program. Look for it in the coming months.
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A winter wonderland on the farm.

Sustainability
Serosun’s Wildlife Plans
At Serosun we are already blessed with an abundance of wildlife
in and around the farm, but as we grow we want to ensure that
the abundance and diversity of wildlife around us grows with us.
To that end, we have developed a Biodiversity and Habitat Management Plan that provides the foundation for managing what
we have, and a plan for improvements upon that as we continue
to grow. We hope that it will allow people on the farm the opportunity to continue to see a Swainsen’s Hawk soaring overhead,
hear the tree frog chorus in the Spring, and with our restoration
work, to also experience the great variety of prairie flowers that
once carpeted the area. The plan has a two-part focus – one is
on restoring and managing the habitats found at Serosun, and
the other is looking at specific species, or groups of animals and
plants, and improving the conditions to encourage them to establish a population here and thrive. The underlying goal is to
return our core, natural areas to a state close to what it might
have been pre-settlement, so that if you were to look hard, you
might be able to find most of the animals and plants that were
here two hundred years ago. We have created an inventory of
animals and plants that are currently at Serosun, and those that
likely used to be here, to help guide these efforts. We don’t expect to have everything return. I think that wolves and buffalo
roaming across the farm are not likely coming back, but much of
what was here before can be restored to some extent.
While the main focus is on our core natural areas, a second focus
of the program is to look at ways that the other parts of Serosun
can contribute to the support of wildlife on the farm, such as using landscape designs and practices in the residential areas that
support natives. Using farm practices that encourage wildlife,
and by adding habitat elements, such as food and shelter are
some ways we can do this. The primary goal of this program is to

allow utilization of the entire farm for wildlife, thereby creating a
400-acre reserve, that is also a functioning farm and residence.
We have started to implement this plan by starting invasives removal, beginning controlled burns, putting up nest and shelter
boxes for birds and bats, introducing natives to the natural areas
through seeding and planting, and rebuilding the wetlands and
prairie areas as we begin construction. We will also be implementing monitoring programs, so we can see how we are doing.
As we do these activities, we invite you to join us. Check our
website for the times when we will have our workgroups. It can
be a fun and educational experience outdoors.

Partner’s Corner
This Winter we wanted to feature some of our nonprofit partners that are helping us with our community. These groups have
similar goals as here at Serosun and we are happy to be members and partners. I hope that you consider being a member
and supporting these groups too. They have made significant
impacts in the Chicago area and are great examples nationally.

Conservation Foundation
The Conservation Foundation was formed in 1972 as an organization that focuses on preserving open space and wild lands
and encourages sustainable management of our regions natural resources. It has grown substantially since then and now is
one of the regions oldest and largest conservation organizations
with more than 3500 members. It manages a number of conservation properties and easements including the McDonald Farm
in Naperville. Conservation@Home is one of its more recent
endeavors. This program is an extension of their homeowner
education and watershed management programs. It encourages and recognizes property owners that protect and/or create yards that are environmentally friendly and conserve water.
They are a great resource for our conservation efforts and we are
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using their Conservation@Home program as a guide to our landscaping plans for homes on the farm. We are currently working on
getting some of the current homes certified with Conservation@Home yards.

Chicago Wilderness
Chicago Wilderness is a diverse consortium of over 250 public, private and nonprofit organizations that are working together to
restore nature and improve the quality of life for all who live in the Chicago region. The founding members fifteen years ago included
federal, state and local agencies, public land management agencies, conservation organizations, and scientific and cultural institutions. It has expanded since then to include municipalities, schools, home-owners associations, park districts and corporate partners. The region it covers includes the Chicago metropolitan area, southeastern Wisconsin, northwestern Indiana and southwestern
Michigan and includes over 370,000 acres of protected lands. The group has helped coordinate regional planning for biodiversity
management, education and outreach on the region’s ecosystems, as well as developed planning for green infrastructure and outreach to the region’s children. As a nationally-recognized leader in these areas, many other regions are trying to copy what Chicago
Wilderness has accomplished. They are a great source of information, contacts and knowledge for developing our natural resources
and biodiversity plans.

Invasives Management
One of the challenges to establishing and improving the
prairie, savannah woodlands, and wetlands at Serosun
is removal of invasive plant species and the ongoing
efforts to prevent their reappearance (or dominance).
Invasive plant species are typically non-native plants
that have been introduced into a region, and are aggressive or lack adequate predation and become problems.
They often establish themselves in damaged ecosystems
Multi-flora Rose
where major disturbance has occurred, or key ecological
forces, such as fire or grazing have been eliminated, or where key species have been reduced
or eliminated. They cause problems by over-growing, shading, and out-competing natives for
limited light, water, or nutrient resources. As they invade an area, it often results in reduced
biodiversity in the ecosystem and causes other impacts to various native plants and animals.
In many cases, there are other detrimental effects for us, such as high pollen counts and other
nuisances.
Invasives management programs may include 1) reintroducing ecosystem elements such
as fire or grazing (or mowing as a less effective substitute for grazing); 2) removal programs,
such as hand-removal of invasive plants, mechanized removal, use of herbicides, etc.; and 3)
reintroduction of natives that can out compete the invasive plants. Because most of our local
ecosystems are damaged, removal programs can be successful initially, but ongoing management programs are usually required to ensure the long-term health of the local ecosystem.
At Serosun, we have started our invasives removal and management program on a small
scale, with a variety of practices including manual removal, controlled burns, and other efforts.
We are beginning to introduce controlled burns to reintroduce fire into the equation. Many of
our invasives do not handle fire well, and have trouble competing with the natives when fire is
a regular element of the habitat. Manual removal can be more tedious and backbreaking, but

it provides a more surgical approach to removal. We have begun removal programs in targeted
areas of the farm to see how effective we can be.
The main invasives that we are targeting right now include:
• Buckthorn – a large bush/small tree, that is aggressive and leafs out early in the woodland
areas.
• Honeysuckle – a medium to large, “ornamental” bush, that was commonly used in landscaping. It leafs out early and shades other natives.
• Multi-flora Rose – a rose that was introduced to help game birds, but has become a problem because of its aggressive growth in fields and brushy areas. It bites.
• Burdock – a non-native, herbaceous plant that looks a bit like rhubarb, and grows to a
large size. It creates the large burrs that any golden retriever owner cringes at.
• Giant Ragweed – a non-native, herbaceous plant that often grows 8-10 feet. It is a prodigious pollen generator.
• Garlic Mustard – a smaller, herbaceous plant that invades wooded areas and competes
with the woodland ephemerals.
Early Spring is a good time for removal efforts, as many of these species leaf out early and
are easy to find and identify. We did some initial hand removal efforts last year and optimized
our approach to removal of these pests. We will be out in force in April and May (maybe March,
if this mild winter keeps up) to start our war against these plants. If you are interested in coming out and helping and learning more, let us know and we’ll make sure we have enough saws
and shovels.
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Real Food
We hope that you enjoy the recipes, food sources, and food
commentary that we bring to you in Real Food. To find more
information and recipes, go to the Resources section of our
web site. We have included a few interesting vegetable recipes here that are great with hearty Winter meals.

Local Sources
For a local source of pastured pork, chicken, and eggs, you
might want to try out Hasselman’s Family Farm. They are
located a few miles west of Serosun near Morengo. This is
probably some of the best pork you will ever find. It is a
small, family farm and you can pick up meat there, or catch
them at some of the local farmer’s markets. You might also
catch them at our Fall or Spring festivals, but bring cash.
Great food and great people. Their website is at: http://
www.hasselmannfamilyfarm.com/

Cauliflower Pancakes

from John DeWald, based on Mario Batalo’s recipe

This is an interesting Italian take on a vegetable course or appetizer. You might try substituting other vegetables for cauliflower.
½ Cup Extra Virgin Olive Oil
1 Large Head Cauliflower cut in ½-inch pieces
4 salt-packed anchovies, chopped
9 eggs beaten
½ cup bread crumbs
¼ cup flower
½ cup Pecorino Romano grated
½ cup Ricotta Salata (grated onto finished pancakes)
Heat ¼ cup olive oil in a pan, and sauté cauliflower pieces until
soft, but can still hold shape - 15 minutes or so. Place the cauliflower in a large bowl, and add the eggs, bread crumbs, flour, and
Pecorino. Gently mix. In a large, non-stick pan, heat the remaining
olive oil, and then drop the batter using a large tablespoon. Cook
until brown, and turn and brown the other side. Drain on a paper
towel. Sprinkle coarsely grated, Ricotta Salata over the pancakes
just before serving. The can be served warm or hot.

Model Home Notes
Those of you that were out to the farm last year got to see our progress on the model home concept,
and now it looks like we may be putting shovels in the ground soon. We are putting the final touches
to the plan, and working out the details on various aspects of the house. Jeff Funke, our main architect
for the model is getting the construction documents ready, and we are going through the sustainable
elements of the home with our green building partners to determine what systems and technologies
we will include. Once the weather breaks and we have our permits, we’ll be ready to start.
The home is based around a traditional, four square farm house with a wrap around porch, but has a more open interior layout. Much of
the styling and look for the exterior and interior has a country/farm appeal. In developing a custom home as a model, one of the challenges
was to create the “program” of the imagined home-owner that would be living there. At Serosun, we believe that custom homes are designed
for the people that will live there and to the site that the home will inhabit. The program is a detailed description of how a person will live in
the house, what are their wants, needs, and constraints, then that is translated into elements of the house – how many bedrooms, the size
and type of kitchen, etc.
Our imagined home-owners are a couple that wanted a second home in the country that would eventually transform into their retirement
home in Chicago. While they didn’t want a large home, they needed it to be able to comfortably fit themselves, but allow for sleep-over
guests such as friends from town, or their married children with grandchildren. The main elements of the home needed to be on one floor.
The home needed to have areas for them to pursue their differing hobbies and their shared hobbies. The home also needed to take advantage of the morning sunrise and the great vistas across the farm.
A second aspect of the model is to show how a sustainable home looks and feels, and to demonstrate many of the elements that would
be included in a sustainable, high-performance home. This allows us to show you how they look, how they operate, how they perform, and
how they would fit into your design process. It also gives us a chance to try some new technologies and approaches to see how they might
work, and if they are things that we might want recommend to you for your home. We hope to try and stay a step ahead in testing new highperformance home elements and learn about them so that you don’t have to.
We are excited about getting started, and we’ll be updating you on the web as we make progress in bringing the first model to life. Come
out and see our progress.
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Jane’s Oven-Roasted Vegetables
from Jane Stickland

This is a great Fall and Winter recipe and is easy to make. You can add
other root vegetables such as rutabagas and turnips to change it up
a bit.
3 stalks celery cut into 1-inch pieces
3 medium potatoes, cut into 1-inch pieces
2 cups baby carrots
3 medium parsnips, cut into 1-inch pieces
2 medium red onions, cut into wedges
5 cloves garlic, cut into thin slices
1 tablespoon each of fresh rosemary, thyme, and sea salt
2 tablespoons olive oil
¾ cup chicken or vegetable broth
Mix all ingredients (except broth) in a large roasting pan. Bake at 425
degrees for 30 minutes. Add broth, then stir and bake an additional
20 minutes, or until tender.

Bookmarks
Featured Book
“Animal, Vegetable, Miracle - A Year of Food Life” by Barbara
Kingslover is a charming book detailing a family’s one year challenge to eat only food created and grown locally. The story is
how Barbara Kingslover and her family of four moved from Arizona to a small farm in rural Virginia, and for a year lived totally
locally – from their small farm plot and the other local farms and
food sources. It’s full of fun stories and anecdotes as they learn
to live off the land with their neighbors. It’s also very insightful into the world of food and agriculture as she explores the
many facets of our industrial food life and a transition to living
locally. She explores things such as the fact that modern day
turkeys don’t know how to have sex, to how to deal with all of
the zucchinis that are coming from your garden. There are many
recipes and resources included as well as sections from her husband and teenage daughter. A very enjoyable read for all ages.
Bonus Books – Since “Animal, Vegetable, Mineral” is an easy
read here are a couple of bonus books that are a little more hard
core, but classics in sustainable theory. Take a little coffee before starting these, but know that you will learn a lot.
“Cradle to Cradle” by William McDonough and Michael Braungart is the classic visionary book that espouses a more complete
view of sustainable design, manufacturing, and living. Taking
their cues from natural systems they push the point that in nature there is no “cradle to grave” only “cradle to cradle”. There is
no waste in natural systems, natural process only produce products that are used by someone else. In applying that approach
to human centric processes and systems they believe that we
can create a more eco-effective society and economic system

that is truly sustainable.
“Natural Capitalism “ by Paul Hawkins, Amory Lovins, and L.
Hunter Lovins takes these ideas a little further introducing a new
paradigm in looking at our economy, business and manufacturing
systems with an approach that shows the way to both environmental sustainability and economic success. It is a heavy read at
times but they provide some very compelling, enlightening and
hopeful thoughts on how we might get ourselves out of our current environmental and economic mess. Amazingly this was written over 10 years ago.
Cool Websites
If you are looking for a web site that has tons of information on
energy savings for homes this is a great starting point. While a little technical, it is a great resource. http://www.energysavers.gov/
For those of you looking at downsizing, you’ll enjoy Sarah Suzanka’s “The Not So Big House” Series. She pushes for great design instead of size in designing homes, and shows how to make a
small home live large. Her website is a great resource to that end.
http://www.notsobighouse.com/
Cool Place
If you are interested in a beer or a great
sandwich, you should check out The Little
Owl in downtown Geneva. It is Geneva’s
oldest, continuously-running restaurant
and tavern founded in 1920. Try the Italian Beef and an Arbo Ale. Say “hi” to our
friend Deb’s Uncle Bob, whose family
bought it in 1947. You can find them on
the web at http://www.littleowlrestaurant.com/.
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Daydreaming ...
Wow! The snow is really coming down. Glad we came out from the city yesterday. It was an easy drive, now we are here for the long
holiday weekend. What a Norman Rockwell picture outside. You can just see the barns at the Grollemond Farmstead through the
snow. And look at the bird feeder out on the porch. The snow has really brought in the birds. So many shapes and colors. I didn’t
know there were that many kinds of birds. Certainly the sparrows and pigeons we get in the city don’t compare.
It’s a perfect evening for a little cross country skiing. I grab my skis out of the mud room and head out on the porch. As soon as
they are on I head across the backyard to the main trail. It’s completely silent outside, the sounds muffled by the snow except for an
occasional cheap from the Cardinal at one of the feeders. The prairie grass is bending over with the weight of the snow. I can just
barely make out the shadows of the woods ahead. As I quietly swish into the woods I can’t help but hear “winter wonderland” in my
head. The tree limbs full of snow; the soft shadows of the trees; the big snow flakes still coming down create that wonderland in my
head. I feel like I am the only person in the world now.
I take the long trail through the woods and eventually head out onto the prairie to the north. The trail goes past a number of
homes here... my neighbors. I can see the warm lights inside and catch glimpses of Christmas trees all lit up. I head to the Allen
farmstead. As I pass by the old dairy barn at the Allen’s and approach the small horse barn I can
hear the soft whinny of a horse settling down for the evening. I’ve always liked this old farmstead.
I wonder how Mrs. Allen is doing. She’s a wonderful lady with lots of stories of what the farm
country was like back in the day.
As I turn past the pond I can see our house ahead. I’m feeling invigorated now by the fresh air
and exercise. The city is a faint memory. Stomping off the snow I open the door to the smell of
baking cookies. My wife hands me a mug of hot buttered rum, the crackling of the fireplace in the
background. As I settle into my chair near the fire, watching the snow out the porch window I can
hear “I’m Dreaming of a White Christmas” in my head but I don’t have to dream…
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Upcoming Event
Spring Festival May 19

From I-90 take Route 47
South to Route 72 West,
then take a left (heading
South) onto Romke Road.
Drive 1 Mile

to Berner

Road. Enter Serosun Farms
at the

Romke Road &

Berner Road Intersection.
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